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H
oisting the crab 
cage onto the 
boat is much 
harder than Dave 
makes it look. I 
grip the yellow 
rope the way 
he showed me, 

and pull it out of the choppy water. My 
shoulders burn as the cage emerges, 
crawling with crabs. Andy, Sandy and I 
“ooh” and “ahh” as Dave sifts through 
the haul, tossing back the females 
and babies he measures with a small, 

L-shaped ruler. The process leaves us 
with three legal males. “Dinner,” he 
says with a satisfied smile.
I steer the 17-foot boat back to the 
dock, and the sun streaks down from 
gaps in the clouds. I relish the feeling   
of the misty wind lapping at my face, 
pushing strands from my braid. We 
clean the crabs and meander back to 
Dave’s quaint home on Orcas Island.

With a beautiful fall day still ahead of 
us, Andy and I rent bicycles from the 
island shop. We pedal through Moran 

State Park before stopping at Buck Bay 
Shellfish Farm to pick and shuck our 
own oysters. We sip cold white wine 
in adorable, tiny jars and watch the 
afternoon sun create diamonds that 
dance on the water. We eventually 
return home with full bellies, happy 
hearts and tired legs, ready for a crab 
dinner. While we set about preparing 
the morning’s catch, I wonder how 
today unfolded so perfectly.

Logistically, I understand how it 
happened. Dave and his wife are long-

A FALL 
BALANCING ACT
By Mia Bolton 

A three-month, cross-country road trip prompts a solo female traveler to recognize her 
newest teacher, and discover the benefit of being the architect of her own life.
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Previous page: The crab haul in Orcas Island.

Left: Golden hour in Washington

Inset: Author Mia Bolton. Image by Lee Gill 
photography. 

Bottom: Oregon surf check—time to hit the 
waves?

Opposite: Is there anything more freeing 
than skateboarding in Grand Teton National 
Park? 
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time friends of my dear friends Andy and Sandy, who have 
been checking in on me almost daily since I left San Diego 
for an adventure on the road. Magically, our plans to visit 
northern Washington aligned (aka I crashed their vacation).

Regardless, my time on Orcas Island feels surreal; nothing 
like where I expected to be at this point on my three-month 
trip. I had imagined that I would camp every night, shower 
rarely, spend more time out of cell service than in it, and 
eat only what I could cook with my borrowed camp stove—
which I can assure you did not include fresh crab.

Now, I’m discovering the other side to the solo traveler’s 
life. Somehow, I’ve found a way to complement the grimy 
with the golden, the long stretches of solitude with the 
warmest bouts of company, and the most natural and 
untouched landscapes with the most extravagant man-
made places I’ve ever stayed. Reflecting on this spectrum 
of experiences fills me with gratitude, and prompts me to 
think about my newest teacher: balance.

Bal·ance –'baləns/ (noun): an even distribution of weight enabling 
someone or something to remain upright and steady.

The term litters our lingo: “balanced diet,” “work-life 
balance,” “balancing act.” Despite our culture’s seeming 
obsession with balance, it’s been my experience that it 
remains elusive—maybe because we’re too good at stacking 
things up in our hectic lives to pay enough attention to 
their precariousness.

Just before my trip, I slowly stopped stacking and 
reflected on the structure of my life, realizing that I 
needed to rebuild. The summer sun shone, and I made 
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intentional decisions to cultivate 
my own happiness. I acknowledged 
the fear of new beginnings and then 
gently put it aside. The days stretched 
long as I surfed more, slept more and 
spent more time alone. I donated half 
of my things. I listened to my heart 
more closely. I stacked these miniature 
victories quietly and carefully—a 
small foundation for a larger structure 
that would be monumental to me as 
I prepared to spend three months on 
the road.

As I near the end of my trip, I recognize 
that each new experience adds strength 
to the structure of my life. Many of 
my building blocks remain alongside 
many new ones—except now they’re 
shaped differently, painted different 
colors, and arranged in a much more 
thoughtful and enduring way. And I 
imagine that at the end of this journey, 
these building blocks will empower me 

to return home as a different version of 
the same me.

I’ll be different not just because 
I went crabbing and rode bikes 
in Washington, because I cut my 
hair short in Utah, or because I 
skateboarded in Grand Teton National 
Park. I’ll be different not just because 
I went skinny-dipping in a freezing, 
turquoise river, because I saw the 
Rocky Mountains or because I fell in 
love with a girl in Oregon.

Instead, I imagine I’ll be different 
because I deeply understand that 
balance is a never-ending process, and 
that it will always be up to me to assess 
the structural integrity of my choices 
and decide: Do I continue building, or 
is it time to begin again? 

Born and raised on the east 
coast, Mia traded a wood-burning 

fireplace for the perpetual sun 

and waves of San Diego. Fulfilled 
by the stories of empowered 
and courageous women, Mia 

began her project, Lady Days, to 
cultivate an inclusive community 

of courageous and empowering 
women. If you brought her 

enough coffee, Mia would tell 
you that she is passionate about 
the responsibility we all have to 

make the world a more accepting 
place, and that she is in love with 
film photographs, salty mornings 
and contagious belly laughs. She 

currently writes, creates and 
shares as a means of livelihood 

and happiness. Find out more 
about Mia on Instagram  

and Twitter, @mmmbolt, and  
more about Lady Days at  

www.ladydays.org.
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